THE PORNSTAR
PROTOCOL
THE SECRET TO HARD, LONG-LASTING ERECTIONS

DISCLAIMER

Any information from this book should not be reproduced or
transmitted in any form without the prior permission of the
author.
The materials contained in this book are based on the author’s
experience and research through credible sources.
The statements presented here are meant to help you cure your
erectile dysfunction, but results may vary from person to person.
In no event will the author be liable for any damages of any kind
whatsoever concerning the service, materials, and products
contained within the package.
The information presented in this book should not be interpreted
as medical advice. If you have any doubts concerning your
health, I strongly recommend you to seek the counseling of your
qualified physician for the latest treatment options.
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MYTHS AND FACTS ABOUT
ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION
Myth: ED is a normal part of getting older – you just
have to accept it.
Fact: It’s true that erectile dysfunction is more common for
seniors, but that doesn’t mean it’s untreatable. You can enjoy
sex at any age!

Myth: ED only affects older men.
Fact: This one is definitely not true. Around 26% of men
under 40 suffer from erectile dysfunction. And in reality,
that number is probably larger, as a lot of men are too
embarrassed to admit they have ED.
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Myth: If you have ED, you’re not attracted to your
partner.
Fact: This could be one of the reasons. You know better than
anyone if you’re sexually attracted to your partner. But ED is
more commonly caused by other physical and psychological
issues.

Myth: If you can get an erection, you don’t have ED.
Fact: Erectile dysfunction affects more than just the ability to
get an erection. While some people can get it up, it’s either
not hard enough for penetration or they can’t maintain it
long enough for sex. In these cases, it’s still ED.
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Myth: If Viagra doesn’t work for you, nothing will.
Fact: Not true! Viagra doesn't work for me either, but here I
am, cured of ED. While Viagra is the most well-known brand
of erectile dysfunction medication, there are better natural
alternatives that can do the trick. Trust me.

Myth: Tight underwear causes ED.
Fact: This is a common misunderstanding. Tight underwear
can reduce your fertility because it raises the temperature
of your sperm cells. However, it has nothing to do with ED.
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Myth: Cycling doesn’t cause ED.
Fact: Studies show that long-distance cycling can crush
endothelium cells, that protect your blood vessels, which
can lead to ED. So if you like to enjoy a ride on your bicycle
every so often, be sure to keep it short.

Myth: Natural remedies won’t cure your ED.
Fact: I'm a perfect example that natural remedies can cure
ED. And I'm not the only one. Mother Nature has more to
offer than conventional medicine gives it credit for. You just
have to know where to look.
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And since we’re talking about myths, let me tell you the biggest
myth of all: natural remedies are more dangerous than
conventional medicine.
If you’ve read about my experience with Viagra... you know that’s
not true.
But what happened to me is not the only bad side effect of ED
treatments...

Of course, they don’t advertise these dangerous side effects.
Because who would buy their products if they knew?
Let me show you the alarming effects conventional ED
treatments can have on your body...
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DANGEROUS SIDE EFFECTS OF
CONVENTIONAL ED TREATMENTS
PENIS PUMPS:

DRUGS:

Pain

Dizziness

Numbness

Headaches

Painful ejaculation

Muscle aches

Blood in urine

Heartburn

Penis injuries

Lower back pain
Diarrhea

PENIS INJECTIONS:

Painful erection
for 6+ hours

Pain from injection

Hearing loss

Painful erection

Blurred vision

for 6+ hours

Vision loss

Scarring
Bleeding
Penile curvature
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WHAT'S THE UNDERLYING CAUSE OF ED?
Now that you know the ugly side
effects of conventional medicine, I
think it’s time to explain WHY this
debilitating condition affects so
many men, including me and you.
No, it’s not because you’re not
manly enough. Although that’s what
some men might think. That’s what
I thought at first too. And it’s a
humiliating feeling.
But don’t worry! I researched this
condition for months so you
wouldn’t have to. That’s how I
found out the simple hidden
answer - a lack of nitric oxide.

You might be wondering what nitric oxide (NO) is. It’s the secret
health booster and anti-aging molecule that no one talks
about.
And honestly, that makes me furious. And it's why I decided to
write The Pornstar Protocol - to lift the veil off this marvelous
substance.
Nitric oxide is a vasodilator molecule that is produced by almost
every type of cell in our bodies. The molecule is at the basis of
proper delivery of oxygen and nutrients to the ENTIRE body
and it fights microbes, protecting the body against dangerous
pathogens.
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And it has a spectacular ability of lowering blood pressure and
plays an essential role in creating hard and lasting erections.
It’s so remarkable that it was named “Molecule of the Year” in
1992.
Sadly, as you age, your body's ability to produce NO drops
dramatically. And it starts as early as your teenage years. Every
ten years, your nitric oxide levels lower by 10-12%. Which means
that by the time you’re 50, you’re only producing half of the
needed amount of NO.

And the answer to getting optimal levels of nitric oxide again is
actually very simple!
Men in the porn industry, and even our ancestors, found this
answer without actually knowing what nitric oxide is.
So why haven't you heard about nitric oxide before?
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Because the pharmaceutical industry
thrives on you not knowing!
They quash natural remedies so their
multi-billion dollar companies can
keep on making money.
I believed their nonsense too.
Until I found out how they’ve been
shamelessly lying to me.
So let me tell you what they don’t...
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NITRIC OXIDE'S POWERS HAVE BEEN
KNOWN FOR HUNDREDS OF YEARS
As with many things in history, there was a cover-up regarding
the exceptional health benefits of nitric oxide...
But when you dig enough into archives looking for the most
famous lovers of all time, you start to see a pattern...

Remember how I told you that nitric oxide isn’t just an effective
treatment for impotence, but also an anti-aging cure?
Well, most of the men who are known for their virility or fertility
lived for more than 80 years...
When I found out about Montezuma’s “resurrecting drink,” and
then learned about the secret recipe’s journey through time, I
knew there was more to it...
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I’m not saying every ladies' man in history managed to get their
hands on the Aztec King’s potency elixir. Although, as legend
has it, King Louis XIV and Casanova did.
What I am saying is that, some way or another, they unlocked
nitric oxide’s secret powers...
Now, I understand you might be a bit skeptical. But as you’ll see
later, this natural remedy is all about the food you eat.
And they might have been eating the right foods without even
knowing they would have rock hard erections whenever they
please.
That’s why I’m certain that these memorable lovers were not
lacking any NO as they got older.
This is a history lesson that school will never teach you. But I’m
sure it will give you some interesting trivia facts to share with
your friends. Let’s get to it!
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THE MOST VIRILE MEN
IN HISTORY

MONTEZUMA II (1466-1520)

King Montezuma II was a praised ruler and a real ladies’ man.
Everyone knew his reputation, and every man wanted to have at
least half of his stamina.
The Aztec King was so fertile that when he was invaded by the
Spaniards, he had 50 women pregnant. Even before that, he
already had around 100 children.
Montezuma's secret weapon was a "resurrecting" drink that
helped him see as many women at night as he pleased. It was
so powerful that the Spanish kept it hidden for over 100 years.
Montezuma died at 54 in the middle of the Spaniards’ invasion.
His death is still a mystery, but it was definitely not natural. If he
had survived the attack, he would have probably fathered 100
more children.

Fun fact: Montezuma's servants were only noblemen.
Commoners were not even allowed to look at him directly, or
they'd have been harshly punished.
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KING LOUIS XIV (1638-1715)

Louis the Great was the King of France for over 72 years. Quite
impressive, right?
Maybe even more impressive were his frequent flings with
mistresses. The thread I followed regarding Montezuma’s
rejuvenating drink led me to King Louis XIV, through Maria
Theresa of Spain, his wife and first cousin. Yikes.
Nevertheless, the king discovered the magical potion and
became obsessed with sex and women, evidenced by his
famous affairs with mistresses, and 16 children that
were recorded.
He died of gangrene at the age of 76 (yup, he was a king at 4
years old).

Fun fact: Louis XIV was so infatuated with himself, that he
believed he was a direct successor of God. He named
himself the “Sun King,” saying that France revolved around
him like the planets revolve around the sun.
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GIACOMO CASANOVA (1725-1798)

Casanova. The man. The legend. The one who said that if love
doesn’t arise from sexual pleasure, then it’s not love at all.
As per his memoirs, he always watched what he ate in order to
stay in excellent health. No wonder that when he came across
the secret recipe of love, he was quick to grab it and never let it
go.
His extravagant sex life is something all men fantasize about,
but the truth is that not many would be able to maintain it. Not
without the special shake, that is.

Fun fact: Casanova got a law degree at the age of 17,
but decided to live his life in pleasure - using his wit to
gamble and con royalty in carefully planned schemes. His
intelligence even helped him to escape prison.
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RAMESSES II (1303-1213 BC)

When my trail on the Aztecs’ miracle remedy ran cold, I still had
curiosities. So I started looking into records of the most virile
men in history. And I don’t know what these men were eating,
but I’m pretty sure their NO levels were skyrocketing.
One ancient example is the pharaoh Ramesses II, who is called
the greatest pharaoh of all time. He wasn’t only a great ruler,
but great in the sack too. He had around 160 children and lived
to be 90 years old.
Yes, you’ve read that right! 90 years old is still pretty impressive
now, but 3 millennia ago the life expectancy was only 30 years.
I think this is irrefutable evidence that the ancient ruler of Egypt
discovered the anti-aging and stamina-enhancing effects of
nitric oxide long before Montezuma did.

Fun fact: Ramessses is actually a very famous mummy. So
famous that he has a passport, where his profession is listed
as “deceased King.” Ha! The more you know.
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ANCENTUS OGWELLA AKUKU (1916-2010)

The name “Danger” Akuku might not sound familiar to you, but
in Kenya he's a legend. His peers gave him that nickname
because of the impressive seduction skills he possessed.
And it's no wonder - at only 35 years old he had already
married his 45th wife. Wow, how did he even have the time to
please all of his wives?
I’m not sure, but he must have, because he left behind over 200
children. During his time, Akuku had over 100 wives and lived
until 94 years old.
He said at some point that he's very particular about what he
eats. That leads me to believe that he discovered the right
foods to eat in order to boost his nitric oxide production.

Fun fact: "Danger" Akuku had so many wives and children
that he built a church and two schools so his whole family
could attend.
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JACK KIGONGO (1909-2012)

The longest-living man on this list, Jack Kigongo was a Ugandan
man that lived to be 103 years old. He is known as one of the
most fertile men of all time, giving life to 158 children.
You might imagine that he had his fair share of amorous nights
(and then some), as he had a total of 20 wives in his lifetime.
However, Kigongo didn’t share the secret to his longevity –
maybe because he didn’t know it.
My guess? He discovered a diet that made him feel good, both
regarding his health and his sexual endeavors – and then stuck
to it.
Research shows that without enough NO, you categorically
can’t live past 100.

Fun fact: Kigongo was so in touch with his sexuality that he
married his youngest wife, who was only 18 years old while
he was 80. Talk about endurance!
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ISMAIL IBN SHARIF (1645-1727)

The sultan with a Guinness World Record. No, it’s not the
beginning to a joke. It’s a fact.
His world record? Having 1042 children. He also lived until he
was 82 years old. There are some historians that say Ismail Ibn
Sharif had a special food regiment that kept him alive and
lively.
After you find out more about nitric oxide, you’ll definitely agree
with me that the wonder molecule had to have been his secret.

Fun fact: Many people believed that it was physically
impossible to have so many children. However, research
proved otherwise - although he would have had to have sex
every single day for 32 years straight. That sounds like his
NO levels were through the roof.
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GENGHIS KHAN (1162-1227)

Genghis Khan was the founder of the Mongol Empire and a
feared ruler. He was said to have had around 3000 wives.
Which is... insane, if you think about it. If he went to see one of
his wives every single day, it would take him over 8 years
before he got to them all.
Nonetheless, the notorious emperor is said to have had
anywhere between 1000 and 2000 children. Talk about fertile...
There's no chance the first Khagan was lacking any nitric oxide.
He died at 65 years old but the exact cause is unknown. What
we know for sure is that it wasn't from natural causes.

Fun fact: Researchers say that around 0.5% of the
population today is descendant of Genghis Khan. That
means one in 200 people are related to him. That is... mindboggling.
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WHY DO YOU HAVE NO DEFICIENCY?

There are two ways your body produces nitric oxide:
1. By transforming the amino acid L-arginine with the help
of a catalyzer – an enzyme called nitric oxide synthase;
2. By decomposing nitrates to nitrites, and ultimately to
nitric oxide.

Each of these pathways generates half of the necessary amount
of NO for a healthy body. In time, the enzyme involved in the
first process becomes faulty – leading to less and less nitric
oxide production over the years.
And age is not the only factor that can affect this process.
Smoking, stress, diabetes, high sugar diets and lack of physical
exercise can also have negative effects on your body’s ability to
create NO.
Luckily, our bodies can adapt to this change by compensating
with the second production method. Naturally, that means you
should give your body MORE nitrates than before.
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Well, if people don’t know about this process they won’t be able
to offer their body the necessary nutrients... Unless they do it by
coincidence.
And that’s really troublesome... Because NO plays an essential
part in preventing constriction and inflammation of the blood
vessels, controlling platelet levels, and protecting the vessel
walls against dangerous toxins.
So you can deduce that a deficiency of NO doesn’t only result
in erectile dysfunction. It leads to high blood pressure and,
later on, to serious heart problems...

Thankfully, after a lot of research and determination, I was able
to dig up the recipe to a healthy, long life and throbbing
erections. And now I get to share it with you.
I put this recipe into practice and it cured my ED for good! You
wouldn’t believe how much wilder my sex life has gotten after
this. My blood pressure levels are optimal, too.
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Forget dangerous pills, invasive surgery and shameful penis
pumps that suck the fun out of sex.

I’ll tell you exactly what foods I eat and what role they each
have to help me get rock hard erections any time I please.
I’ll even give you the delicious smoothie recipes I make every
morning to keep my motor running.
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FOODS THAT SKYROCKET YOUR
NITRIC OXIDE LEVELS

Beets should definitely be part of your daily diet. They’re a great
source of nitrates, which are converted to nitric oxide.
Several studies show that drinking beetroot juice can increase
nitric oxide levels up by 21% in under an hour. Talk about
effective! They’ve also been proven to help with athletic
performance, which is a win-win for men that want to last for
hours in bed.

If you’re not a big fan of beets (although in a smoothie you can
barely feel the taste), you can try out leafy greens.
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Plants like spinach, kale, arugula and cabbage have high levels
of nitrates that will boost your NO levels in the blink of an eye.

Number three on the list is rhubarb, a vegetable that has a lot of
other health benefits, like boosting brain function and bone
strength. It’s no wonder, as it's packed full of nitrates.
The taste is not everyone’s cup of tea, but never underestimate
the power of a smoothie. Or of a strawberry rhubarb pie.
Absolutely delicious!

Dark chocolate is not just a tasty dessert, but also a natural
remedy filled with healthy nutrients. The flavonoids found in
cocoa have powerful antioxidant abilities.
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That means that they fight oxidation in the body, protecting the
nitric oxide from oxidative stress.
So while foods like beets, leafy greens and rhubarb help you
boost your NO production, others can help preserve nitric oxide
in the body.
Both types are essential to maintaining optimal levels of this
miracle molecule.

Another helpful food in preventing oxidative damage is
pomegranate. The delicious fruit is rich in antioxidants and has
been proven to protect NO from oxidative stress.
Pomegranate is a must-have for curing ED, because it also
boosts the levels of nitric oxide synthase, the enzyme that
causes problems as we get older.
That means your body can get to work decomposing nitrates, as
well as transforming L-arginine into NO.
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Speaking of nitrates and L-arginine, spirulina is a food that
contains high levels of both.
Spirulina is actually quite the superfood, containing vitamins
and minerals that keep your body strong and ready for action.
And I know I’m not a kid anymore, but few things look as magical
as a blue smoothie! Stand by for the recipe.

In my research, I also found a few studies showing that nitric
oxide levels increase after eating nuts and seeds.
That’s because they have high levels of the amino acid
L-arginine, which is transformed into NO.
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While your main line of defense against ED should be nitrates,
I found that introducing L-arginine into my diet helped improve
NO levels too. It’s important to eat foods that boost nitric oxide
synthase as well.

Speaking of which... while pomegranate increases the levels of
nitric oxide synthase, garlic can activate the enzyme. So much
so, that a study showed nitric oxide levels to increase by up to
40% when consuming aged garlic extract.
I started eating way more garlic, and it even helped me get over
a cold, so that’s a bonus!

After studying the process of NO production, I also found out
that there is a substance called citrulline that transforms into
L-arginine and, ultimately, into nitric oxide.
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I didn’t pay that much attention to it, until I found out that the
best source is watermelon. I love watermelon on hot summer
days, so I had to include it into my diet.

Another great antioxidant you can never have enough of is the
coenzyme Q10. It’s not only great for curing erectile dysfunction
- it also boosts sperm count.
Found in foods like fatty fish, organ meats, broccoli, pistachios,
oranges, strawberries and spinach, CoQ10 helps preserve nitric
oxide in the body.

Citrus fruits play a crucial role in giving you back your manhood.
That's because they increase the bioavailability of nitric oxide.
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What that means is that it helps reverse the dangerous effects
of not having enough NO in your body (i.e. – cure your erectile
dysfunction).
On top of that, fruits like oranges, lemons, limes and grapefruits
increase the levels of nitric oxide synthase in the body.

After collecting all this information, I painstakingly created a
killer diet against ED.
And guess what? It worked! No dangerous side effects, no
stress, no shameful rituals before sex. Spontaneous rock-hard
erections whenever my wife wanted!
Let me give you my mouthwatering smoothie recipes that I still
drink to this day. In each of them, I combined foods with
different functions, to reach optimal NO levels in no time.
You’ll see for yourself how effective they are!
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PERFORMANCE
BOOSTING
SMOOTHIES

STRAWBERRY & RHUBARB
SMOOTHIE
Ingredients:
1 rhubarb stalk chopped
1/2 pint fresh strawberries
8 ounces milk
1 banana
1/2 cup ice
This creamy smoothie is the
perfect combo of sweet and tart.
It works great as a pick-me-up
after a draining work out.

ORANGE & GREENS
SMOOTHIE
Ingredients:
1 orange
1 frozen banana
2 cups chopped kale
1 cup baby spinach leaves
1/2 cup ice
1/2 cup cold water
This smoothie packs a powerful
punch of flavor. I often drink this one
after a big meal because it's a great
digestion aid.
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GARLIC, LEMON & CARROTS
SMOOTHIE
Ingredients:
4 medium carrots
1/2 tsp ground ginger
2 lemons
2 cloves garlic
After I blend this one, I also sift it
to get a smooth texture. It might be
an acquired taste, but it’s worth it –
it helps boost immunity too.

KALE, SPIRULINA &
BLUEBERRIES SMOOTHIE
Ingredients:
1 banana, frozen
1/4 cup blueberries, frozen
1 cup kale
1 cup milk
1 tsp spirulina powder
Whenever I make this blue drink, I
think: “Roger, you’re a wizard!” My
kids probably think so too, because
they always ask to have a sip of
this tasty and refreshing smoothie.
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DARK CHOCOLATE, BEET &
STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE
Ingredients:
1 frozen banana
1 cup milk
1/2 cup frozen strawberries
1/2 cup chopped beets
2 tbsp dark chocolate chunks
Filled with healthy ingredients, this
thick and delicious mixture is
definitely my favorite. It’s what I
enjoy most mornings for breakfast.

GRAPEFRUIT, STRAWBERRY
& POMEGRANATE SMOOTHIE
Ingredients:
2 cups frozen strawberries
1 cup chopped grapefruit
1-1/2 cups pomegranate juice
1/2 tsp ground ginger
1-1/2 cups ice cubes
This tropical and refreshing
smoothie goes great with enjoying
free time outdoors. Next time
you’re at a picnic, forget lemonade!
Bring this bad boy with you!
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PISTACHIO & VANILLA
SMOOTHIE
Ingredients:
1/3 cup pistachios (chopped)
1 cup milk
8 oz. vanilla yogurt
1 banana
2 cups ice
When I get bored of fruit smoothies,
I like to whip out this unique tasting
drink that’s almost like a slushie.
My wife loves this one, too!

WATERMELON, LIME &
STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE
Ingredients:
2 cups watermelon cubes
1 tbsp lime juice
1 cup frozen strawberries
6-7 ice cubes
My favorite summer drink! When I
don’t get too much sleep, this
revitalizing smoothie brings me
back to life.
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HOW TO DEAL WITH STRESS
When I started learning about
nitric oxide’s essential role in the
human body, I also discovered
that stress can have a negative
effect on NO levels.
That’s when I started to evaluate
my situation and realized I was
under a lot of stress at work,
which probably was one of the
root causes of my erectile
dysfunction.
Knowing is the first step. But
getting rid of stress isn’t a walk
in the park.

And as you probably can tell by now, I love researching subjects
I don’t fully understand.
So I put my detective skills to work and found some stress
relievers that could help me enjoy intimate time with my wife
once again.
I’m not going to give you the bullshit “imagine you’re on a beach”
advice, but there are three practical things that help me to this
day to relax and enjoy life.
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1. Take up a hobby

Yeah, I know you don’t have time. Yeah, I know you’d rather
sleep in. But hobbies have a really important role in achieving a
healthy mental state. Especially if your job is just a means to an
end and not something you're passionate about.
Even if you love your job, like I do, you’re probably a complex
person. And you likely don’t have just one single passion.
I’m sure there’s at least one thing you’ve wanted to try forever,
but never got around to doing it. Well, here’s your excuse – it’s
a treatment!
For me, the answer was painting. Playing some calming music
and following a Bob Ross tutorial clears my head and helps me
enjoy my remaining free time.
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2. Balance your alone time with socializing

I read somewhere that there are two ways people cope with
mental stress: some go out every night, while others cut
themselves off from the outer world.
I know people from both sides. I was both of these people at
different times in my life. Whatever boat you’re in right now, it’s
not healthy.
If you don’t make time for yourself, you’ll never understand how
you can get to a happy place again. And if you have too much
time alone with your thoughts, you’ll drive yourself crazy
agonizing about your stress.
Mark Manson talks in his book “The Subtle Art Of Not Giving A
F*ck” (a must-read, by the way) about the “feedback loop from
hell.” He says that the more you think about negative feelings,
the more they intensify.
We ALL experience it. That’s why you should strive to have a
healthy balance between alone time and your social life.
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3. Work out frequently

Sometimes depression, fatigue and anxiety are our bodies'
response to not getting enough exercise.
You’ll see that the endorphins released after you exercise will
help you feel better.
But sometimes, it's hard to find the motivation to just get up
and work out. That's why I decided to give you my top tricks I
use to work out every single day, even when I don't feel like it...
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HOW TO GET MOTIVATED TO WORK OUT
I know you already know this, but let me remind you. For the
human body to be in peak condition, it needs both a healthy diet
and enough exercise. Yes, I know it’s boring, but it’s just how it
works.
So, if you want to lose your erectile dysfunction for good, you
have to give your body what it needs: great food and frequent
workouts.
I know I’m not blowing your mind right now. You’re probably very
aware of this fact, but can’t bring yourself to do it. I know this
feeling very well...
As a pornstar, and later on in life, as a detective – I had to work
out. All. The. Time.
And nowadays, I love it. However, there was a time I couldn’t
muster the motivation to get up to exercise. Just the thought of
working out made me sink into the couch even more.
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But sitting on the couch didn’t pay the bills. So, one night, I
stayed up brainstorming what could help me find the drive to
exercise.
Back then, I came up with two tricks. In time, I have been adding
new ones and now I have five. All of these tips have helped me
at some point to get off my butt and burn some calories.
So I’m sure at least one will do the trick for you.

1. Pick a workout that you love

I know not everyone is athletic, but there’s definitely some
workouts you hate less than others. Picking the right exercise
was a big step for me.
I chose skipping rope, because it reminded me of the fun times
from when I was a kid. And after a while, I started getting
interested in other exercises too.
Do you already have a workout in mind?
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If not, let me get you started with a list of exercises you can
pick from: running, swimming, cycling, rollerblading, dancing,
football, soccer, basketball, baseball, tennis, lacrosse, boxing,
martial arts, hockey, rowing, skipping rope, hiking, skiing, rock
climbing, surfing, skateboarding, ice skating, yoga...

2. Give yourself a reward after working out

I’m not talking about a cupcake here. Set a rule for yourself that
you can’t do a certain thing without working out first.
For instance, a great trick for me is using a TV show I really like
at the time. If I don’t train, I don’t get to see what happens next.
I’ve even heard of a girl that didn’t wash her hair unless she
worked out. Strange, but if it worked for her, why not?
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3. Make training a bonding experience

This one I added more recently, after I had my twins. Because
they’re so high energy, they make me determined to keep up.
And it’s really fun if you have group exercises as well.
Having someone there to hype you up is a great help. And it
doesn’t have to be your kids. Work out with your wife, grandkids
or friends.
When you set a workout date with someone, you’ll feel bad to
miss it. Trust me.
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4. Listen to something you enjoy

For me, when I’m working out alone, earphones are a must. I
have a lot of killer playlists of songs that get me pumped to
exercise. Music can be really motivating.
So make the time one day to pick and choose what songs will
help you get through those 40 minutes of “torture.”
But I have to admit. There are days when not even a song will
help me get through 100 pull-ups.
So I decide to run instead and listen to an audiobook. They’re
honestly great, especially when they’re narrated by the author.
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5. Put on your workout clothes

There are days when exercising seems like an impossible task.
On those days, I tell myself to just put on my workout clothes.
If I don’t feel like training afterwards, that’s okay.
But on most days, when I change, I feel absurd and tell myself to
do at least 5 minutes of cardio. And after those 5 minutes, I’m
already warmed up for lifting weights. And from there, I might
just go ahead and do my full workout.
Often times, getting started is the hardest part. If you divide
your workout in small challenges, like putting on your workout
clothes, it will take some of the pressure off.
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PRESSURE POINTS FOR
NATURAL ERECTIONS
When I first started this research, I was desperate to find my
manhood once again. I was heartbroken to see my wife doubting
herself and my love for her. In my search for “quick fixes” I found
the therapeutic art of acupressure.
And I discovered there are some spots that work wonders for
unclogging your penile blood vessels and achieving massive
erections!
How does it work? You have to find the pressure point and then
massage it with slow circular motions for 60 seconds.
There’s one in particular that does the trick for me. But every
person's body is different, so another one might be better for
you.
That's why I'm giving you a list of the top three pressure points
that you can use to achieve natural erections!

1. Conception Vessel 4 (“Gate Origin”)
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CV4 is the spot that helped me the most. Most acupressure and
acupuncture professionals swear by its stimulating effects on
blood vessels too.
You can find it by placing four fingers below the belly button.
The Gate Origin is not only great for ED, but for chronic fatigue,
lower back pain and urinary incontinence as well.

2. Kidney 3 (‘’Bigger Stream”)

Another great pressure point is K3, which also helps with
fatigue, sexual tensions and swollen feet.
You can find this one on the inside of the foot, behind the ankle
bone. Be sure to massage both ankles!
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3. Bladder 23 and 47 (“Sea of Vitality”)

These four points on your lower back are called “Sea of Vitality”
because adding pressure to them will help with erectile
dysfunction, premature ejaculation and lower back pain.
After massaging these spots, apply pressure for an additional
minute for optimal effects.
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FINAL THOUGHTS
As you’ve already seen in my video presentation, as well as in
this eBook, ED is not the end of your sex life.
It doesn’t have to mean the dissolution of your relationship... Or
the death of your dating life.
And it certainly doesn’t have to mean you need to pay through
the nose for harmful treatments that actively poison your body.
As with many other effective natural remedies, my solution is so
simple that is almost unbelievable. And I totally understand if
you're still skeptical.
The fact that including a few key foods into my daily diet was
the solution to such a debilitating condition sounded at least
questionable to me too.
But the process made sense. The proof was there. I just had to
accept that sometimes the simple solution is the correct one.
Admittedly, getting rid of stress was a very important step for me
as well. And that wasn’t as easy as changing up my diet.
But in the end, it was all worth it. I didn’t just get rid of my ED
for good, but also found a solution to living healthy for a longer
time.
I hope you’ve enjoyed this eBook and that my story inspires you
to reclaim your sex life.
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Disclaimer

Any information in this book should not be reproduced or transmitted in
any form without the prior permission of the author.
The materials contained in this book are based on the author’s experience
and research through credible sources.

The statements presented here are meant to help you regain your sex life
or improve it, but results depend from person to person.

In no event, the author will not be liable for any damages of any kind
whatsoever concerning the service, materials, and products contained within the
package.

The information presented in this book should not be interpreted as
medical advice. If you have any doubts or concerns related to your sexual
health, I strongly recommend you to seek for the counseling of your qualified
physician.
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Frequent Sex and Good Health

Individuals engaged in active lifestyles like exercising, eating right foods,
and taking vitamins should also involve regular sex in their health regimen. While
the degree of sexual activity in one’s health is not a main topic of research, many
studies suggest that safe sex can do wonders for one’s overall health. Safe sex
practiced in a loving, intimate relationship has numerous health benefits like
improved cholesterol levels and increased blood circulation. It also encourages
the flow of testosterone, a hormone that plays a significant role in the immune
system.
Sexual intercourse burns about 200 calories; the same number of calories
can be achieved by spending 15 minutes on a treadmill. Besides, sex encourages
the production of endorphins, the body’s natural painkiller. These substances
enable a state of bliss and free people from stress and anxiety. These factors can
lead to feelings of happiness, greater health, and may also slow down the aging
process. An active sex life may lead to improved health and enable people to live
longer and happier lives.
4
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For Him
A medical study published by Journal of the American Medical
Association (JAMA), found out that frequent ejaculation resulting from sexual
activity may help protect the prostate from cancer. This finding supports a smaller
study in Australia from 2003 that discovered that men in their 20’s who ejaculated
more than five times a week were less likely to developing prostate cancer than
their counterparts who ejaculated four to seven times a month.
Specialists add that ejaculating regularly might lower the risk of cancer
because cancer-causing substances are flushed out of the body in the seminal fluid
instead of being trapped in the prostate. Besides, researchers in Queens University
concluded that by having sex three or more times a week, men might cut heart
attack or stroke rates by almost half. However, having sex with multiple partners
may raise a man’s risk of prostate cancer to up to 40% because of the risk of
contracting genital infection increases.

For Her
Sexual activity may also help prevent endometriosis, a common
gynecological condition that affects about 89 million women around the world.
This condition occurs when the tissue lining inside a lady’s uterus grows in other
places like the ovaries or the fallopian tube. This growth can cause pelvic pain
and may lead to infertility.
A study by the Journal of Gynecologic and Obstetric Investigation
concluded that women who were sexually active during their menstruation were
15 times less likely to develop endometriosis than women who abstained from
sex during periods. The contractions of the uterus during orgasm may help flush
away menstrual debris out of the uterus. Sexual activity among women also
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prompts the production of estrogen which can act as a painkiller and reduce the
pain of Pre-Menstrual Syndrome (PMS).
Sexual intercourse is not just the insertion of a man’s erect penis into a
woman’s vagina. It is a process of physical intimacy that strengthens the bond
among lovers. Understanding safe sex and sex within marriage may lead to
improved health and fruitful marriages.

Couples Mistakes and Misconceptions on Sex

Many of us enjoy the pleasurable moments that come with sex, but there
are others who somehow feel that they haven’t experienced that “peek” feeling
others talk about when it comes to intercourse. Bear in mind that there are also
many sexually active couples whose sparks fade and experience certain pitfalls
when it comes to the passion and feelings that sexual pleasures used to have
ignited in them.
6
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The most common mistake that most couples commit that makes their
sexual activities uninteresting is because they always expect sex every time to be
that mind-blowing which is not a reality most of the time. When sex becomes
such a routine, and there is no room for twists, creative styles, and techniques, it
physically becomes boring and such a chore to do.
Plus, there is the fact that most people have such high expectations from
their partners during sexual intercourse and when the passion and sensations they
anticipate or expect are not met, then the sexual act now creates feelings of
disappointment and anxiety. This is most especially applicable for those who are
trying sex for the first time or are trying it with a different partner, and they make
such unrealistic expectations. If you have experienced wild, you can’t expect it
to be like this every time. Sex has its different cycles and tempos. There’s the
slow sensual sex, and on the extreme, you have the wild quickies for the spur of
the moment urges.
The whole sexual act is not only about the intercourse. You also have your
foreplay, oral sex and there is even manual stimulation with the use of the hand
or the fingers. You can always work around these for some excitement and change
in your usual sexual routine.
While there is nothing wrong to watch a pornographic video to help arouse
your sexual desires, most couples make the mistake of using this instead of
relying on each other to sexually arouse the other. You can always use your own
moves and body to stimulate your partner instead of depending on X-rated videos.
Not everything on porn is actually satisfying in bed so try not to follow everything
on it. Remember that they are sexual fantasies and actors are portraying them for
you.
Sex would be more exciting if partners try to explore themselves what
gives pleasure to the other. Also, try not to compare your sexual experiences in
7
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the past with your current one. Everyone has his or her unique style of feeling
pleasure and of giving it. Be creative and play along.

Tips for Having Great Sex

You're not exactly beyond any doubt how —or when — it happened. You
used to have a great time in cot, however all of a sudden, your sexual coexistence
simply isn't what it used to be. By 11 p.m., you're keener on The Daily Show than
in a steamy session with your fellow.
Actually, when you do work up the vitality, sex feels so...predictable. The
fervor, even the enthusiasm, are MIA.
The thing is, you like sex — a considerable measure. In addition, you adore
your accomplice. So what gives? "There are a wide range of passionate
boundaries to having great sex, from poor self-perception to weariness," says sex
advisor Laura Berman, PhD, chief of the Berman Center in Chicago and creator
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of The Passion Prescription. "The uplifting news is that you can get past them and
reconnect with your erotic nature."
Prepared to light your flame? These moves will make sex more sultry, more
content, and out and out sexier.

For Her

1. Like Yourself Exposed
Ladies who have the best sexual experiences like their bodies, says Joy
Davidson, PhD, a sex specialist in New York City and the creator of Fearless Sex.
"They see themselves as solid and attractive."
Unfortunately, as indicated by Berman, up to 80 percent of women in the
United States experience the ill effects of a negative self-perception. "Normally,
when a lady takes a gander at herself, her eyes go straight to her issue zones,"
says Berman. "She conveys that inclination into the room, and when her
accomplice's kissing her thighs, she's caught up with considering, 'God, I'm so
fat!'"
9
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To help your body certainty, provide for yourself a rude awakening.
Whenever you're at the store or in the exercise center, investigate you at all the
appealing ladies who are an assortment of shapes and sizes. Remind yourself:
There is nobody perfect. At that point, ask your accomplice what he adores about
your body, and record it. At long last, compliment yourself. At any rate once a
week, remain before the mirror exposed and concentrate on your most loved
peculiarities— your conditioned arms, your firm butt, your lovely breasts, etc.
Touch every part and say emphatically what you like in regards to it —this will
help to strengthen your emotions, says Berman.

2. Make the Psyche Body Association
Consider those minutes throughout your life when you feel totally tuned
into your body. Possibly, it’s after you complete a long run — your blood is
pumping, and you're casual and invigorated. Alternately maybe it’s the point at
which you do yoga and accomplish a brain-body merge.
Odds are, this doesn't happen regularly enough. "At the point when a lady
has a negative mental self-portrait, she has a tendency to separate from how her
body feels," says Berman.
To restore the bond, do something that makes you feel great in your skin
in any event once a day — treat yourself to a back rub, run apple picking with
your children, and wear the pants that provide for you a sense of self-help the
moment you slide them on. "At whatever point you're tuned into your body and
what it’s equipped for, you're commonly more arousing," says Davidson.

3. Swear Off Sex.
It's amazing, yes, yet profoundly successful. That is on account of when
you let yourself know you can't have something, and you need it considerably
more. The same is valid in the room — particularly on the off chance that you
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and your accomplice have been as one for some time and sex has gotten to be
programmed.
As opposed to concentrating on the end amusement, figure out how to
appreciate the exotic nature of sex. Tease yourself — and him. Get stripped, faint
the lights and alternate investigating one another's bodies. "When you're the one
doing the touching, focus on conveying adoration and exotic nature to your
accomplice," says Berman.
"When you're in a bad way, let yourself feel the impressions of every last
stroke. This will help you reconnect with one another on an entire new level." Not
just that yet when you're set, you'll be so energized you'll scarcely have the
capacity to stand it. Hold off (in the event that you can!) for a night or two, to let
the reckoning form.
4. Include A Couple Of Rushes
Following a couple of years together, it’s anything but difficult to get
languid on the couch. At the same time, you both deserve better. "In the event
that you don't place vitality into your relationship, you won't receive vitality in
return," says Davidson.
Examination demonstrates that new and daring exercises may fortify the
mind to create dopamine, a neurotransmitter that assumes an essential part in
sexual craving.
Do something brave outside the room and dopamine levels may soar —
alongside your sex drive. Challenge your man to a heart-beating action like rock
climbing or white-water rafting. "Encountering something new and eating
together aides recreate that inclination you had first and foremost of your
relationship when you couldn't get enough of one another," says Berman.
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5. Let Him Know How To Turn You On
"Men need to be your knight in sparkling covering in terms of sex —
they're excited for you to let them know what feels great," says Berman. "The
issue is such a large number of ladies are distant with their bodies they have no
clue what to say." Help him, and yourself, by demonstrating to him what turns
you on.
Put your hand on top of his and aide him by the way you need to be touched
— including the amount of weight to utilize. When you're prepared to proceed
onward to oral sex, or to accumulate a couple of sex toys, talk up. "This is the
main way he's going to comprehend what lives up to expectations for you," says
Berman.

6. Change Your Schedule
When you're worried, it’s difficult to feel attractive. That is on account of
when a lady encounters unending pressure, and her body produces larger amounts
of oxytocin, a concoction that covers the impacts of the sex hormone testosterone.
Therefore, your moxie takes a plunge. Revive your sexual batteries by doing
things that let you break free from your wild regular life, says Berman. Play a CD
that helps you to remember your school days and chime in. Go overboard on
something you'd typically never purchase — like stage pumps — and wear them
for a young ladies' night out. When you're casual and liking yourself, sex will
begin to appear to be inside the domain of plausibility once more.

7. Make The First Move
A late learn at the University of Virginia found that the main indicator of a
woman’s conjugal joy was the level of her spouse's enthusiastic engagement. In
the event that both of you are getting to know each other, you're satisfied. Be that
as it may, when you're feeling detached, your relationship and your sexual
coexistence endure. Here's the reason: You have to feel near to him to be
12
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propelled to make adoration, and he frequently needs sex to feel near to you,
clarifies Berman. The most effective method to break the stalemate? Make the
first move, says Berman.
"Do something straightforward like saying thanks to him for taking out the
refuse. When you provide for him a little appreciation, it’s a colossal holding
minute for him." accordingly, he'll begin turning back into what you require, and
you'll be a great deal more inclined to need him consequently.

8. Transform Tasks Into Foreplay
Indeed, in this edified age, women still spend about an hour more every
day than men on family unit errands and childcare. No big surprise that we're not
in the mood because we're exhausted! Research at the University of Washington
demonstrates that when men contribute around the house, their wives are
considerably more prone to be fulfilled by the relationship and to need more sex.
"Everything he needs to hear is that assisting is a manifestation of foreplay," says
Berman.
The before you know it, he'll be pushing past you to wipe the counter,
change the kitty litter, and empty the dishwasher.
9. Go Out
You know it’s great to escape — from work, the children, the dust bunnies
— and focus on one another. On the off chance that you can't take off for the
weekend, go out to supper. Anyway, blend it up a bit: Pick a submit you've never
been and request a dish you've never had. Even better than what was already
great, visit him at work. Seeing him in a place that doesn't have anything to do
with you will uncover an alternate side of him and reconnect you with the
individual you experienced passionate feelings for. "You may see or learn
something shocking that makes you see him in a sexier manner," says Berman.
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10. The Key to the Best Sex Ever
On the off chance that you require an alternate motivation to work out,
consider this: Working out is an awesome approach to support your sexual
coexistence. "It invigorates the body as well as the sensory system and the mind,"
says Davidson. "So you're all the more physiologically energized and more open
to sex."
Exercise fortifies your cardiovascular framework, enhances dissemination,
and gets blood streaming to all the right places. It additionally gets you in the
mindset by lessening push and boosting your respect toward oneself. Working
out provides for you a feeling of pride and achievement, says Berman. "When
you do it reliably, it makes you like yourself."
Pretty much as imperative, activity helps you tune into your body — and
block out the world. Weight preparing and Pilates, which constrain you to
concentrate on your muscles and your structure, are particularly useful for this.
"Your consideration is completely on you," says Davidson. "You truly feel each
move, and that puts you in a more sensual state".

For Him
How to get a girl to have sex with you? Without this powerful tool, even
the most attractive men won't be able to take women home seduction. The
average-looking man who knows how to seduce a woman will win every time
over an extremely attractive man who doesn't know how. It is important that you
know how to attract, once you do, you'll have the luxury of asking, My place or
yours?
When attracting a woman, it is important that you bring seduction to seal
the deal. Just by having great looks will not invite a woman to sleep with you;
you have to show her that you are really interested and can't leave without her.
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It's not a good idea to beat around the bush and try tricking the woman to sleep
with you. Cheesy pickup lines will send you home to an empty bed every time.
A real player is honest and straightforward without being rude. By lying
everything out for full view allows you to lure her in successfully. The thrill of
the hunt comes from letting women know exactly what you want; how hard the
woman plays will determine how hard he has to hunt. The use of seduction is a
technique that can be used to get just about any woman into bed with you.

1. Discover your raw appeal
There is something called animal appeal. Some of us have that, and some
don’t. This appeal has to do with our voice tone, our walk, our talking style, our
smell of the body, our body, and our personality. Take care of these, and you are
half way through.
2. Chat a bit with the lady
There are so many sites out there that are about dating, relationships, how
to score, how to win, and yet men are still looking for answers. Why is that?
Maybe it`s because not every answer fits every woman! That may be your first
15
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hint guys. We are all different, what works for one woman will make another
women slap your face with disgust. So, I would think that a good thing to do is to
just chat a bit with the lady and get to know the side of her that she is willing to
show you.
Be smart and listen to her, and learn as she talks. Oh, and please save the
checking out her boobs or her butt until after you have won the first battle.

3. Avoid taking the wrong attitude
Many men perceive the task of starting a conversation with a woman
especially if she is highly attractive stranger a hard and discomforting one.
Besides that, they typically take the wrong attitude of being too nice and over
openhanded with flowers, paying for dinners and expressing their lack of
confidence and low self-esteem.
The women on their part are not attracted to unconfident, dishonest, wussy
men. They will either decline him on the spot or possibly worse take advantage
of the situation by exploiting him to furnish her meal after meal, present after
present and usually see another man for real love, romance, and sex. In this
situation, the woman has two men: a provider and a lover.
The nice boy and the fawning, wussy approach may be observed even when
another man is requesting a woman to dance or offer to buy her a drink. It is
happening because in the last mentioned case, between the woman and man was
never built the attraction or chemistry.
Is cocky rather than wussy the answer?
The nice boy attitude is not the perfect way as we realized above and being
really mean and vulgar won’t function either. The correct way that has proven
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90% of the times to work magnificently with women is the confident, bold, cocky
and respectful attitude.
4. Be confident in your abilities
The most common problem for couples looking for better sex is that they
don’t look outside of their comfort zone. More sex is not better; better sex is
better; for the tangoe-ing twosome and humankind as a whole. Better sex is the
essence of better health. In many cases, people seem to think the way to achieve
better sex is simply to have less bad sex.
Women notice if a man is confident in his abilities, and will want to get to
know him better. Women are very adept at reading a man, and this is one area
that they will want to be sure of before approaching the man. Women report that
they prefer longer sexual sessions that include massaging, masturbation and oral
sex stimulation, as well as penetration.
All women expect a man to know how to please them. Sexual satisfaction
has always been important to us, and it should be something we keep achieving
throughout our lives.

5. Take care of other parts of your woman
 Put your lips between her throat and chin.
 Kiss her subtle, no matter where you are on her body.
 Softly lick her upper lip or tug it gently between your lips. Deep red lips
indicate arousal.
 Kiss her underside of the breast before touching the nipple. Tease her
around the nipple to obtain a more intense direct stimulation.
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 Stroke her thighs in the direction of her vagina, but pull away before you
reach it. Breathe on her or brush your fingers very close, awakening the
skin.
6. Introduce Dildo in Your Love Life
Are you getting worried for having no flavor in your sex life? Might be you
have chosen an Adult movie to spice up yourself, but it gave you no output. It
just gave you a feeling like chasing the mirage. Well, nothing to worry about as
you can introduce dildo the sex toy in your love life. These sex toys are
particularly designed for this type of circumstances, and they really work like
magic.
Dildo, the sex toy, helps to bring your sexual pleasure back in your love
life. It's true that having sex with the same partner can be boring, but you can
keep that secure by novelty. These sex toys can bring back all your thrill and
fervor that you used to have and will assist you to get out of the monotony. You
will always be eager to try something new with these toys with your partner or
alone.
As the hunger for sex is more than bread. Both men and women require a
happy and healthy sex life, and for that Dildo, the sex toys are available for both
men and women. Using these lovely and colorful toys while making love is no
way of shame anymore. People have become more open minded just to enjoy the
jam-packed benefits because it gives like genuine skin and warm.

7. Delay Your Ejaculation
I always finish sex sooner than my partner. How can I last longer?
Many men occasionally ejaculate sooner during sexual intercourse than
they or their partner would like. As long as it happens infrequently, it’s probably
18
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not cause for concern. However, if you regularly ejaculate sooner than you and
your partner wish such as before intercourse begins or shortly afterward you may
have a condition known as premature ejaculation.
Premature ejaculation is a common sexual disorder. Estimates vary, but
some experts think it affects as many as one out of three men. Even though it’s a
common problem that can be treated, many men feel embarrassed to talk to their
doctors about it or seek treatment.
Once thought to be purely psychological, experts now know that biological
factors also play an important role in premature ejaculation. In some men,
premature ejaculation is related to erectile dysfunction. You don’t have to live
with premature ejaculation treatments including medications, psychological
counseling and learning sexual techniques to delay ejaculation can improve sex
for you and your partner.

8. Avoid over-training
Over-training has become a common practice nowadays. Many people
workout because they want to gain muscle, lose some weight, and achieve the
physique that they have been dreaming off. These individuals are often in such a
hurry to achieve their ideal physique that they forget to follow fitness safety
guidelines.
Many athletes who over-train exercise for about six hours a day — a length
of time that is considered to be excessive. These individuals do not realize that
over-training may do more harm than good. Too much or too intense training may
lead to injuries, low testosterone levels among men, and amenorrhea in women.
Some medical studies suggest that over-training may cause a temporary
decrease in testosterone levels. Testosterone is the principal male sex hormone
which plays an important role in libido, immune function, energy, and many
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more. This hormone is essential for the development of male sex and reproductive
organs like the penis, testicles, and the prostate. Low levels of testosterone may
cause a problem to many men.
9. Avoid Taking some Medications to Improve your Sexual Health
Many specialists define sexual health as the ability to relate to each other
sexually in a way that satisfies and rewards both parties. However, for some men
and women, it may be difficult to have an arousal or a satisfying orgasm.
Some cases may require the mind to stay focused, nerves to be healthy, and
to have good blood circulation. However, many things may break the cyclestress,
excessive alcohol, and even certain medications may take its toll on one’s sex
life.
Medicines may affect sexual function because it alters blood flow and brain
chemistry. Some types of medication may affect decrease a person’s sex drive,
delay or prevent orgasms, while others may cause erectile dysfunction in men.
If one notices a decline in sexual performance while under certain
medication, it is important to seek the doctor’s advice to know the possible
causes.
However, the medication should not be totally stopped. Doctors can help
determine if it is the medicine that is causing the problem and help switch to
another medication. Antidepressants, which contain selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (SSRI), narcotic painkillers, and blood pressure medications, can affect
sexual activity.

10. Make Her Come- Eat your girl out
 Guide this path with small kisses from her neck down to her pelvic region.
 Try some sensual kissing up and down her inner thighs.
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 Go in and find that clitoris. It’s that thing that feels like a bean on the top
of the vertical of the vagina.
 Make a girl convulse with pleasure. Start this by using your fingers to rub
the clitoris and then stuffing your face in between her thighs.
 Lick the clit up, down, and all around, but remain focused on the pressure
of your tongue on the clitoris.

 Asking how she likes it is a 100% turn on anyway.
 Run your fingers down her thighs, grab her hips, or reach for her boobies
and massage.
 If or when she orgasms, don't dust off your hands and move on—give her
another.
 Give some time between orgasms. Throw in some of those soft kisses. Just
give that bean a breather for a few seconds and then get back in the game.
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Serious Consequences of Liberal Sexual Behavior
While needing and having sex is a fact of life, the increasing levels of
sexual liberation and tolerance for irresponsible sexual behavior have resulted in
the rise of unconventional practices and growing acceptance of sexual
orientations that were once considered taboo.
This is not to pass judgment to those who prefer to experiment in their
sexual affairs, but this liberal attitude and behavior could lead to serious
consequences if guidelines to pleasurable and safe sexual activities are not
observed and met. The same is also true for the general public who lacks proper
understanding and appreciation of sexual health issues and standards which could
lead to neglect their partners’ sexual rights.

A sexual encounter should entail not only physical pleasure but social and
moral responsibility. The lack of responsibility for one’s sexual behavior can
result in unexpected consequences such as unwanted pregnancy, a situation that
may lead to emotional and psychological complications. Engaging in unprotected
sex can also expose both sexual partners to sexually transmitted diseases (STDs).
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Frequently, we judge by mere appearances. However, even the beautiful,
healthy-looking person beside you can be afflicted with a sexually transmitted
disease without you or that person knowing it.
Though some STDs may produce visible symptoms, most STDs are
asymptomatic infections that do not show noticeable signs and symptoms. Thus,
the “silent” disease. These cases are only diagnosed through testing. However, no
widespread program requires routine check-up.
Moreover, there seems to be a lack of public awareness about the dangers
of contracting STDs, even in the age of HIV and AIDS. The social stigma of
having or even discussing the subject of STDs keeps people from acquiring more
information about STD and other sexual health concerns from their health care
professionals.
Sexually transmitted diseases are those caused by viruses, bacteria, and
parasites and can easily be transmitted through body contact during sex.
Sometimes, STD takes a long time to display any kind of symptoms.
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I. Frequent
Health

Sex

And

Good

Individuals engaged in active lifestyles like exercising, eating right foods,
and taking vitamins should also involve frequent sex in their health
regimen. While the degree of sexual activity in one‟s health is not a
principal topic of research, many studies suggest that safe sex can do
wonders for one‟s overall health. Safe sex practiced in a loving, intimate
relationship has numerous health benefits like improved cholesterol
levels and increased blood circulation. It also encourages the flow of
testosterone, a hormone that plays an important role in the immune
system.

Sexual

intercourse

burns

about 200 calories; the same
number of calories can be
achieved

by

spending

15

minutes in a treadmill. In
addition, sex encourages the
production of endorphins, the
body natural painkiller. These
substances, enables a state of bliss and frees people from stress and
anxiety. These factors can lead to feelings of happiness, greater health
and may slowdown the aging process. An active sex life may lead to
improved health and enable people to live longer and happier lives.
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Sexual activity may also help prevent endometriosis, a common
gynecological condition that affects about 89 million women around the
world. This condition occurs when the tissue lining inside a woman‟s
uterus grown in other places like the ovaries or the fallopian tube. This
growth can cause pelvic pain and may lead to infertility. A study by the
journal of Gynecologic and Obstetric Investigation, concluded that
women who were sexually active during their menstruation were 15
times less likely to develop endometriosis than women who abstained
from sex during periods. The contractions of the uterus during orgasm
may help flush away menstrual debris out of the uterus. Sexual activity
among women also prompts the production of estrogen which can act
as a painkiller and reduce the pain of Pre Menstrual Syndrome (PMS).

Sexual intercourse is not just the insertion of a man‟s erect penis into a
woman‟s vagina. It is a process of physical intimacy that strengthens the
bond among lovers. Understanding safe sex and sex within marriage
may lead to improved health and fruitful marriages.
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II. Tips And Tricks On How To
Attract A Partner
After losing all the weight you wanted, getting rid of the loose skin and
erasing your cellulite, it is time for you
to start dating again, or, if you are in
a relationship, then start spicing up
your love life and sex life again.
As long as the Law of Attraction has
only the „DON‟T want‟ script, it is
restricted to orchestrating that script over and over. You must give the
Law of Attraction some NEW MATERIAL to work with.
What do you really want in your relationships: Security, affection,
loyalty, companionship, communication? Do you want a short one night
stand relationship? You have to think what do you really want.
Do you wonder why you keep attracting certain types of people into
your life?
Are you tired of feeling disappointed in love?
Have you ever been „blind-sided‟ by someone you thought was a friend?
Do you feel desperate to find that special person you can live with
forever?
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Three steps that can help you in attracting
more satisfying relationships:
Step 1: Make a thorough list of all the characteristics or scenarios of
your past relationships that you
DON‟T WANT to experience again.
Just take a fresh sheet of paper and
draw a large „T‟ on it.
Label the left hand column: „I don‟t
want‟ and the right-hand column, „I
do want‟.
Ask your Inner Self to remind you of past events that you do NOT want
repeated.
Write a few words about each event that express the essence of that
event.
Step 2: Examine each item on the „I DON‟T want …” side and ask
yourself this question: “If I don‟t want this, what DO I want?”
One major reason why you keep attracting the same unsatisfactory
relationships is because you fail to use the contrast contained in those
negative events to get clear about what you DO want.
Step 3: Write a Script about how you DO want your relationships to be:
As long as the Law of Attraction has only the „DON‟T want‟ Script, it is
restricted to orchestrating that Script over and over.
You must give the Law of Attraction some NEW MATERIAL to work with.
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Scripting accesses all four parts of the brain:
 The left brain which deals with words and logic;
 The right brain which understands patterns and symbols ;
 The mid-brain which experiences emotions; and
 The brain stem which registers physical stimulation.
When you write a Script, starting with a phrase such as: “If I had my
way…”, and let‟s use our imagination about that which feels good to us,
we are accessing our right and mid-brain. A thought or feeling comes
and we translate it into words (using the left brain) that symbolize the
thought or feeling (right brain again). Writing the script engages the
body, which registers in the brain stem.
When all four parts of the brain are engaged, a powerful message is
delivered to the Universe.
You should allow the Law of Attraction to bring it about in the very best
possible way.
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Remember, the Law of Attraction brings us precisely the things we
vibrate with. So if we want to experience relationships that are more
satisfying, then we must change our dominant vibration to match the
experiences we WANT to have.

1) How to become more attractive in the
eyes of men?
There are some questions to ask yourself:
 Do you accept you as you are?
 Do you feel better about yourself now that you lost weight?
 Do you have an accurate picture of you?
 Are you fulfilled?
 Are you seeing yourself in a favourable light?
 Are you satisfied for who you are and why you live?

All

your

answers

should

be

positives. You don‟t have any
reason to not trust in your power
to attract men. Now that you lost
weight, you should be confident in
your own power and in future you
will have no problem in your love
and sex life.
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No matter what you want…a serious relationship or just a one-night
stand…you should be ALWAYS CONFIDENT.
In your mind you should see the beauty inside, the sexy you, your mind
should be full of unlimited benefits and healing thoughts about your
body.
The more confident you are in
your own strength, more and
more men will wait to see you
and date you again.
If

they

feel

your

self-

confidence, they will long for
your body, for your mind and for your self-trust.

Your indispensable weapons should be:
INSIDE POWER
CONFIDENCE
SELF CONFIDENCE
SELF-ESTEEM
SELF-RESPECT

Do not feel less than you are and do not consider yourself more than
you are already.
What‟s little is not good, what's more is not good either.
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Do you want to be irresistible to a man?
Here's how to behave!
Most men appreciate your femininity but they don‟t want a partner
delicate like a flower. If you want to be irresistible to a man, know how
to behave to highlight the traits that men find particularly attractive at
their partner.
Many men appreciate a woman
with long hair, but see beyond
your hair, breast size and other
physical details.

Your personality can attract them the most, when you know how to
emphasize it.

2) The most effective ways to become
irresistible
Do

not

give

him

your

full

attention
When you know a man who
draws heavily from at least one
perspective, the natural instinct is to
overwhelm him with your attention,
especially when he seems interested in you. This approach is excellent
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for loved ones, but not for a man whom you just met. If you give him
too much attention, it may begin to feel pressure.

After you've paid your attention for a few minutes, ignore him. He thus
send a strong message that can wake up "predator", stimulated follow
you and to conquer you. Do not get too excited when you brag to your
attention, but put him questions about his achievements giving them the
opportunity to feel interesting.

Show confidence
If it were a pill, confidence
would sell better than aspirin.
Doesn‟t matter how sexy you
look when your body language
does not exude self-confidence.
When you feel good about
yourself, you can run easier with subliminal gestures that make him
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think about you in the bedroom. Massaging his neck or passing a finger
on the clavicle can be powerful signals about the fact that you know to
give him pleasure he is able to seduce you.

Show him that you have a sense of humour
When you're bright and cheerful, you attract more men than when
you seem tense.
Laugh at his jokes,
when you feel in a joking
mood, show him that you
can be funny too and
laugh.

The

attitude

and

positive
sense

of

humour show that you can
overcome obstacles in the
relationship without bouts of nerves.

Prove you have a spirit of adventure
Active and independent women attract men for a reason that has
nothing to do with logic. Of course when you're open to new
experiences you will have a partner who stimulates you more.

Dopamine is secreted by the brain in generous amounts when you
fall in love, but returns to a normal level when the couple enters the
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routine. If you regularly do
brand new activities together,
this will stimulate production of
dopamine in them for longer
and they will remain infatuated
with you.

Talk about your interests
The first conversation with a man shows him how attractive you
are and if he is interested in you or, on the contrary, boring. Discuss
your passions and hobbies to find out if you draw on it. When looking
for a relationship, it is important
to find out as quickly as possible
if there is compatibility in tastes
and also, talks about common
passions are an excellent start,
this can make you appreciate
each other even more.
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III.Tips and tricks on how to spice up your
sex and love life
Does your sex life need a boost? These are 10 ways to spice up
your love life

Get connected
Nothing
is
sexier
than
remembering why you fell in love
with each other in the first place.
"By undertaking some sort of
bonding activity, you can reignite
chemistry," says Dr Morrissey.
"Look for aspects of your partner
that you first admired before you
started focusing on what they
weren't doing," she says. "Go
back to the kind of dating
behaviour that you undertook at the start of the relationship, whether
that's scuba diving, going out dancing or to the movies, as having fun
together helps you to reconnect. By looking at your partner through
fresh eyes, you'll see them with a new appreciation that will reignite
your sexual spark."

Take a big whiff
Remember when a mere hint of your partner's smell induced all-out
lust? Take yourself back to those heady days by wearing the same scent
you wore back then as you snuggle on the sofa tonight.

Have a seafood feast
For centuries, oysters have been known as aphrodisiacs, with amorous
Casanova said to have eaten 50 for breakfast! Scientists have proven
that Casanova was on the right track. A team of scientists at Barry
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University in Miami analysed bivalve molluscs, a group of shellfish that
includes oysters, and found they were rich in rare amino acids that
trigger increased levels of sex hormones. So go on a date to your
favourite seafood restaurant and order a dozen raw oysters for starters
and shellfish for a main.

Face up to your problems
If your lack of interest in sex is
causing
problems
in
your
relationship, sex therapists and
psychologists can help enhance
your libido. "Sexual dysfunction
can be the result of many issues,
including depression, hormone
levels, fatigue or psychological
disorders, which can seriously
harm the self-esteem of both partners," says Brett McCann, NSW
president of ASSERT (Australian Society of Sex Educators, Researchers
and Therapists). "Therapists can help by identifying the problem and
moving onto a solution.

Have a chocolate and
red wine night
There's
something
undeniably
sensual about chocolate. This is
because
cocoa
contains
phenylethylamine and serotonin,
two chemicals that light up
pleasure areas in the brain. Alcohol
is known to induce the feeling of
being horny, so enjoy a glass of wine with a little dark chocolate for a
sensuous treat. Remember, a moderate amount of wine has been said
to arouse, but much more than that will have the opposite effect.
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Exercise more
Working out increases your urge for sex because it activates the
same feel-good brain chemicals and sends the blood racing to the pelvic
region, getting you in the mood. "During and after exercise, blood flows
to the genitals," says Dr Gabrielle Morrissey, body+soul's sex and
relationships columnist. "This can increase sensation once you start to
become turned on." A study at the University of Texas illustrated this
when women aged 18 to 34 were asked to watched an X-rated film
twice. The first time the women cycled vigorously for 20 minutes
beforehand, but the second time, they did no exercise. Researchers
calculated their sex drive was 169 per cent greater if they exercised
first!

Being fit and toned also means lovemaking sessions last longer and
you are more flexible when it comes to trying new positions.

Lift your libido
Epimedium, also known as horny goat
weed, which grows in China and Asia,
may just live up to its reputation,
according to researchers at the
University of Milan. When looking into
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natural aphrodisiacs in traditional cultures to establish their potential as
alternatives to Viagra, researchers found that horny goat weed
contained icariin, a compound that inhibits the enzyme
phosphodiesterase 5 (PDE5) inhibitor. Viagra's active compound,
sildenafil, works by inhibiting PDE5. Try Fusion Health's Libido, a
Chinese herbal tonic formulated with horny goat weed and tribulus, is
designed to enhance sexual desire and physical performance.

Magic potion
The Damiana Herb has been keeping
Latin Americans hot and frisky for
centuries. Mexicans in particular
swear by its aphrodisiac qualities,
drinking damiana tea to get them in
the mood as well as to treat
conditions ranging from constipation
to depression. According to herbalist
Ellie Dyson, damiana helps with
depression,
energy
levels,
low
oestrogen levels, female libido, impotency, menopause and
premenstrual syndrome (PMS). To make the tea, add 250ml boiling
water to one gram of dried leaves and steep for 10 to 15 minutes. Drink
three cups per day over two weeks.

Oil up

Infused with four ancient herbal aphrodisiac properties and four
essential oils, including Liriosma ovata, known as "the viagra of the
amazon" and ylang ylang, which enhances attraction between lovers,
Wildfire All Pleasure Oil can be used for massage and as a lubricant.
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1) Ten tips that can
reinvent your sex life:

help

you

1. Schedule sex parties
Couples

who

have

been

together for a while need to
plan in advance the sex. "Set
a date and time for sex. You
can do whatever you want
before, to go to a movie or to
dinner, drink a glass of wine
by candlelight. But make sure
you do not skip sex, "says Castleman.
Sex should be spontaneous and scheduling parties is unromantic love,
some people might object, but Cole Weston Louann contradicts them.
"Most couples, particularly those with children, have to plan the sex
because their schedule is very busy. Sure, there are moments of
spontaneity, but we must recognize that they are happy accidents ".

2. Get out of the house
Another trick to a better sex life is out of the house. "For couples who
have been together for a while, sex can become routine. You're
exhausted after a day of work, after washing clothes after other tasks
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that you have done. And instead of champagne when you get the same
house and why you find the refrigerator, do not wonder that you may
not feel like sex, "warns Castleman.

After a while, sex in the house gets to be difficult. The mind boggling
and you start to wonder if you turned on the alarm clock and how much
it will cost to fix the stain appeared to ceiling.

3. Redecorate your bedroom
Sexual

intercourse

hotels

and

only

always

at

using

babysitter is impossible. So,
besides the occasional exits,
make some changes in the
house

and

that could

also

improve your sex life.
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“Redecorating the bedroom can make a big difference, "says Weston. Of
course, redecorating your bedroom does not mean you should buy a
bed that rotates or that you should put mirrors on the walls. Make sure
you do not want to scare your children or your maid. Even ambient
lighting of candles or changing the sheets may have a beneficial effect.

4. Figure out what you really want
Everyone has different sexual
fantasies, but many people
simply do not realize very well
what they are. If you would
ask your partner one evening
what is your biggest sexual
fantasy, would you know what
to answer him?

If you are unsure, you are not alone. "Some people have to make an
effort to realize what really excites them. But finding these responses is
essential for a better love life, "says Weston.
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5. Figure out what your partner wants
There is also the other side of the coin. You need to know about your
partner and at the same time you need to know about you. What does
he want from your sex life?

One of the biggest problems that couples encounter is that one partner
wants to have sex more often than others. Speak openly about this topic
in order to fall to an agreement.
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6. Try something new
It may seem like obvious advice,
not a trick, but many people have
trouble trying new things in the
bedroom.
"As couples have a longer history,
the more conformist they are
sexually. You might think it's just
the

opposite.

As

a

sound

relationship would give them safety to try new things, this is not the
case, "said Weston, “we recommend couples to resist the urge to keep
alive their sexual routine.” You make the choice, be it provocative
lingerie, massage or toys.

"Many people have misconceptions about sexual fantasies. It's not
necessarily sadomasochistic practices or sex in a carousel. There are
many ways you can experiment with something new, "Castleman shows.

7. Do not ignore sexual problems
Sexual problems continue to be a big problem for many couples. People
who have sexual problems don‟t want to admit failure and they don‟t
have to. “Such problems must be solved, " says Weston.
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Erectile dysfunction is the most
popular, but there are plenty
of

other

issues: premature

ejaculation, loss of libido or
orgasm difficulty due to drugs
or diseases.
Women are also not exempt
from sexual problems: pain during sexual acts or inability to achieve
orgasm. Sometimes a painful problem can be solved very easily with a
tube of lubricant.
"Lubrication is very important, because in terms of a person's level of
arousal, lubrication is the equivalent of erections for men in women,"
says Castleman.
It is essential however that all problems can be resolved before, so that
sex parties take place in the best conditions.

8. Take it slowly
For some couples, the longer the
relationship, the shorter become
sex parties.
It's like when you move into a
new

neighbourhood,

says

Castleman. At first, when you
move into a new place, try new
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routes to various places of interest. After a while, however, identify the
best routes and pick them yourself. The same happens with couples that
get to know each other very well sexually.
Specialists warn that when it comes to sexuality, it is not important to
reach the destination, but to enjoy the journey. Learn not to rush

9. Do not worry about
what others do
Many couples ask themselves how
often you should have sex a week,
thinking all the while that the answer
is "more often than we do now."

Everyone thinks they should have more sex, but couples should actually
be concerned about how much sex they want and not how much sex
they should have. There is a standard affair to be achieved and it
depends on each person.
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10. Keep trying.
A better sex life requires
undoubtedly
Therefore,

more
be

prepared

work.
for

failures and keep trying.
Under

no

circumstances

should you be reconciled with a
mediocre sex life.
Tell your man how badly you want him and how much you desire
him- make that expression the motto of the month.

FOR A BETTER SEX LIFE YOU SHOULD TRY A DIFFERENT
POSITION LIKE:
Pillow Position
Stack a pillow or two under your
backside the next time your guy is in the
missionary position. He'll be able to
enter you at a deeper angle and you'll
have a better orgasm.
Give Him A Peep Show
It's no secret that guys get off on sexy visuals. But teasing him with a
personal peep show can be hotter than simply baring it all. So try
strutting around in just your bra and panties when you're brushing your
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teeth, folding the towels, whatever. He won't be able to take his eyes off
you.

Scintillating Visual
Keep your high heels on while you and
your guy do the deed. They'll make your legs
look ultra-sexy, and give off a couldn't-wait-toget-it-on vibe.

Great “Textpectations”
In the middle of the day, send your man a naughty text to get him
psyched to see you later. Try something naughty like, "Don't work out
too hard...you'll need your energy in the bedroom later!"
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All you have to do in order to attract your man or a new man in your life
is to be you, the natural, funny you.
In the future you will see the problems from a better side…you will find
a faster solution and you will know when your man is looking at you,
when he wants you. And of course you will know new methods of
tempting him every time.

2) Eating Your Way To Better Sexual Health
What do grapes, oysters, and
chocolates have in common? Well,
aside from being food, they‟re all
supposedly aphrodisiacs. For the
unaware,

an

aphrodisiac

is

basically a food or drug that has
effects on sexual health, typically
by either making it easier to
become sexually aroused or by
boosting

sexual

performance.

Now, while all of the above foods have been known to release varying
levels of endorphins into the body in the same way sex does, they are
not necessarily all that beneficial to one‟s sexual health. Of course, that
doesn‟t mean that food and meals don‟t play a part in a person‟s sex life,
because there‟s quite a bit of scientific data saying that it does. Working
from the top and going down, the brain is the core of all activity that
concerns the body, including sexual functions. Replacing full meals with
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snacks or junk food can seriously decrease the usual flow of nutrients to
the brain, making it less capable of processing all the stimuli and
emotions involved in sexual activity. In short, the lack of nutrients can
dampen someone‟s ability to enjoy sexual intercourse.
Moving a little lower, it makes sense that sexual health is connected to
the overall state of the circulatory system. Blood circulation is necessary
not only for the proper functioning of internal organs but also for
ensuring the functions of the male and female reproductive organs. So,
if the heart or the blood vessels are in poor condition, it also has a
detrimental effect on the body‟s ability to perform properly during sexual
intercourse. Increased or improved blood flow helps increase the
sensitivity to stimuli of the appropriate organs and heightens the level of
physical endurance during intercourse.

For more specific help regarding food and sexual health, some might
want to look into Nitric Oxide, which is not to be confused with Nitrous
Oxide. Nitric Oxide (NO) is the substance found on the lining of the
internal workings of male and female genitalia. Without it, men can‟t
obtain or sustain an erection (even with proper blood flow), while
women are unable to become lubricated, regardless of what stimulation
is put in there. Some doctors suggest that the ingestion of arginine,
another substance which encourages the body to produce NO. Arginine
helps improve circulation and sexual health. Arginine is typically found in
walnuts, almonds, and salmon.
Antioxidants, particularly the ones that are chemically abundant in dark
chocolate, also have positive effects on sexual performance and health.
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Antioxidants are linked to improved blood circulation, something that
has already been mentioned as being beneficial to sex. Other good
sources include tomatoes, spinach, garlic, red peppers, and red grapes.
However, some point out that chocolate somehow also increases desire
along with improving performance, likely because certain components in
chocolate can improve circulation.

Here are some of the food ingredients that have been major players in
aphrodisiac history and lore, and also have modern-day science to back
up their claims:
1) Celery
2) Lobster
3) Leafy Green Veggies
4) Strawberries
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5) Dark Chocolate
6) Nuts
7) Blueberries
8) Watermelon
9) A Carb-and-Protein Balanced Meal

Finally, in order to be able to attract any man you want, take
into consideration the following steps:
Be Your Best Self
*

Before you attract a man, you need to develop self-confidence.

*

Develop your own identity and standard of values.

*

Maintain meaningful and loving personal connections.

Be Your Best Self—Physically
*

It's time to show off your looks through the right clothes and
makeup.

*

Practice good hygiene.

*

Give your body the royal treatment.

Focus on Body Language
*

Make a good first impression.

*

Establish eye contact.

*

Have positive body language at all times.
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Talk with him
*

Just say "yes". It does mean you should have a positive attitude
and be interested in what he has to say.

*

Don't be afraid to be funny.

*

Show off your sharp mind.

Show what makes you unique.
If the conversation goes well, make plans to meet again, but if your plan
fails, don't despair.

In the end, the quickest solution to find a man really is to focus
on handling the other areas of your life and having a lifestyle
that you really enjoy. When you do this, you‟ put yourself in control
of your own happiness and will effortlessly attract great men into your
life.
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